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Communitv gathers shoes tor needv
by Chelsea Kro~zer
Asst. News Editor
Students across Central Washington
University have been collecting new
and gently used shoes from friends and
family which will be sent to impoverished nations such as Russia.
More than 200 pairs of shoes for
teenage orphans have been collected in
the past month.
The deadline for donations is by 5
p.m. May 4 in the Associated Students
of Cel'ltral Washington University Board
of Directors (ASCWU/BOD) office on
the second floor of the Student Union
Recreation Center.
"No one expected [the program] to
get this many shoes," said Katie ·underwood, ASCWU/BOD Vice-President for
Academic Affairs. "The best part is
knowing that I am helping give people
an item that is a luxury in part of their
country, especially when most Americans just see shoes as an accessory."
Shoes are being collected as part of
the Shoes for Orphan Souls program.
First, the shoes are collected by Rotary
club and Buckner Orphan Care International volunteers . Then they are transported to · locations including Kenya,
China, Romania, Latvia, Peru, the
Texas/Mexico border and Russia.
Rotaract, Central 's equivalent of
Rotary Club, worked in conjunction for
with the Ellensburg Rotary district 5060
for the drive.
Central residence halls assisted with

Leah Hafterson/Observer

Katie Underwood works at her desk in the BOD office amongst boxes of shoes collected during the drive. When
Underwood offered to house the shoes in her office, she didn't expect there to be as many as there were.
the program. In particular, Davies Hall
donated 190 pairs of shoes, filling six
containers . Another 20 to 30 pairs have
yetto be turned in:
Freshman volunteer Jessica Winterton said the best part was recieving
donations from people they had not
personally solicited.

Winterton and other residents of
Davies Hall learned of the shoe drive at
a Residence Hall Association (RHA)
meeting earlier this month .
Ellensburg businesses such as, Stewart and Williams Tribute Center, were
also contacted for donations.
The shoes will be sent to a Rotary

district convention in Salmon Arm,
Canada, during Mother's Day weekend.
"We're trying to find a shipping site
in Washington because we don't know
if we can get them over the border,"
·Underwood said.

For more information on Shoes for·
Orphan Souls visit ww~buckner.org.

Feminists form club, promote equalitV
by Karena Shellman
Staff reporter

"I think we

The main concern of women today
isn't about cooking, cleaning and looking pretty like Lucille Ball was back in
the day. And they don't cry for Ricky
anymore when the toaster doesn't work.
Instead, women nationwide have
taken a strong stance in promoting
powerful female roles and awareness in
regards to unfair labor laws, domestic
violence and negative perception
stereotypes of feminism.
The new Feminist Club at Central is
taking an active role in promoting
awareness about these social issues.
"The club pretty much came out of
. a women's studies class and was introduced by the professor, Dr. Bang-Soon
Yoon," said Michelle Gann, president of
the Feminist Club.
To be recognized as a club, at least
five people must actively participate.
The club currently has seven members.
"We are not an interest group concerned with forwarding our own interest for O\)r own benefits," said Jason

need to educate
and break
.stereotypes."
~Lisa

Jones
student programmer for
the Center for Student
Empowerment
Davis, senate representative of the Feminist Club. "We are a group concerned
with equal representation of our population for the betterment of our society."
The club is part of the Feminist
Majority Leadership Alliance, a
student-run, nationally affiliated prochoice feminist campus group.
"To be affiliated with [the Feminist
Club] helps us get more information,"
said Gann. "It keeps us in touch with
other [organizations] to help make a

difference and help identify ourselves."
The club's goals is centered toward a
better political representation of
women and minorities.
"I think the general public perception of [a man in a Feminist Club] is
inquisitive," Davis said. "Within the
confines of the club, it feels natural."
According to the Women's Media
Web site, approximately 51 percent of
the population in the United States is
female. Women earn approximately 80
cents for every dollar a man earns.
"In an ideal world, there would be
an equal playing field between a man
and a woman," said Lisa Jones, student
programmer for the Center for Student
Empowerment. "I think its great. I
expect [the club] to connect and reach
out peer-to-peer and educate to make
people more aware of the issues."
The club is currently organizing a
service project in which members will
participate during the remainder of the
quarter.
Gann said the club wants to work
with organizations like Abuse Support
and
Prevent_ion Education Now,

Planned Parenthood and VOX on
upcoming service projects.
"I think we need to educat~ and
break stereotypes," Jones said. "People
need to look at leaders for their qualities and not because they are a woman
or man."
The club plans to hold fundraisers,
such as yard sales and movie nights. For
now the club is spreading the word
regarding their meetings and projects.
"Men and women are different and
those differences should be celebrated,"
said Gann. "Even if you come to just
one meeting, that's fine. [Adding that],
we're really just about promoting the ·
differences between men and women
and not condemning them."

Feminist Club meetings are
held at 3:30 p.m. Mondays in the
Psychology Buildipg, For more
' formation,
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,Candidates vie for student support
What is the single greatest issue aftecting students at Central and
how will you work in your position to address that issue?
"The greatest issue affecting
students at Central is access to
higher education. Access can
be limited by tuition cost,
childcare, and many more
areas. I feel I can help increase
access to Central for students
by acting as an advocation for
students". Not only will I advoKatie
cate to the administration, but
Underwood also to the ' legislature both
· President
locally and nationally. /1

"The lack of creative
expression opportunities in
Bachelors of Science degree
programs. If elected, I will
participate as a member of
Faculty Senate and the General Education Committee in
helping to restructure the
Gen-Ed courses to provide
more of a variety. I will attend
the meetings in hopes to bring
attention to this academic
issue by presenting the ideas
and opinions of students."

Danielle
Howard
V.P.for
Academic
Affairs

"If I had to decided on a single
issue, I would .have to say school
spirit and involvement. One plan I
have is creating a new organization I came up with called "Wildcat Society." It will offer leadership
opportunities, unite diverse popu...__ _ _ ___. lations,create a greater use of facilities such as the Civic E.ngagement
Pedro
Center, build a greater awareness
Navarrete of ASCWU and other organizations
V.d.P. foLr ;+. through better communications,
S tu ent t.Je
. wit. h
d F. Tt' ar<td generate stronger ties
1
an act ies alumni relations."
·

"The biggest issue I believe is
that students want to receive an
outstanding education from Central. Each student has_an issue
that is affecting their life at Central. I will provide enriching programs and activities that will
make students at Central feel
more welcome, and are then givAnna Boyer en the opportunity to network
Executive V.P. with the peers they do not see on
. a daily basis."

"One of the biggest issues is
the need to continually increase
student participation in clubs and
at athletic events. I will organize
club recruitment drives geared
towards freshman and will
become involved with organizations such as the Residences Hall
Association to co-sponsor events.
Daniel
Instituting programs such as club
Sweeny
sponsored pre-game tailgates, student seating sections, and pre- V.P. for Clubs
and
game rallies, I hope, will help
Organizations
instill more Wildcat Pride."

"The student body has great
potential for getting their
thoughts out and changing what
needs it. However, student participation is struggling not only in
student government, but also. in
athletics and other activities. My
number one goal will be to motivate the students of Central, to
William
get the ideas and thoughts that I
Montgomery hear being passed around everyIII
day in the Marketplace out in the
V.P.for
open
where they can really affect
Student Life
the
future
of Central."
and Facilities

Declined to comment at
press time.

Kathryn Ruth
Executive V.P.

"I believe the most alarming
issue facing stud.ents today is
apathy. I was elected to advocate
and represent the student voice.
The greater number of students
who actively take interest
increases the ability of the BOD
to function at its greatest level.
Working on the BOD, I reach out
to students and will continue to
dci so by making announcements
in classes and talking with students. The BOD advertises weekly around the community."

Mike

Bogatay
V.P.for for
Political
Affairs

Derrick
Peacock
V.P.for
Equity and
Community
Service

"I'm sure that at some point
you have heard someone say to
you, 'Put your money where
your mouth is.' I say we need to
put our mouth where our money
is. We are the heart that pumps
financial support into ·this city
and this economy, yet we have
no representation. Student issues
are not discussed visibly. I'll
promise to make sure our voice
is heard:"

Photos courtesy of ASCWU/800, canidates and Observer archives

Responses listed above coincide with the candidates' platform, on which they will elaborate dwing the open debate held tonight
at 6 p.m in the Student Union Recreation Center Theatre. Each candidate will have the opportunity to prepare answers for some
questions submitted in advance. All Central students can attend the debate and ask the candidates further questions.

Wann weadler aClivilies are risllV
by Brooke Saul
Staff reporter

Spring is here and summer is around
the corner, which means that injuries
and allergies are hitting Central Washington University students and staff.
Approximately 80 students come
into Central's Student Health Center
daily during spring quarter, said registered Nurse Barb Stanley.
Many of the problems students
come in with are warm weather related.
Registered nurse Bobbi Spinazola
has seen many students come in with
allergy problems from cottonwood and
grass lately.
Sara Burnet, Health Promotion Manager of the Kittitas County Public Health
Department, said the department has a
group that puts together . programs to
encourage healthy living.
"Shape Up Kittitas County promotes
physical activity and nutrition," Burnet
\aid.
· \ '
The·group is hosting an event called
Rally the Ridge, which will start at 6
p.m. on May 14 at Cole Road on Manastash Ridge, just in time to catch the
sunset.
Shape Up Kittitas County will be
giving free snacks and water bottles to
anyone who participates.
Burnet recommends that people
bring head-lamps and flashlights and
wear comfortable clothing.

Brianne Jette/Observer

Warm weather draws ultimate frisbee player Jeff Perkins, junior biology
major. Injuries from athletics are most common in spring and summer.
The Student Health Center is a fullservice clinic that provides lab work
and X-rays. The center is staffed with
two physicians, several nurse_ practitioners and physicians' assistants.

The Health Center is open 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. Monday, Wedne,Sday and Friday
and until 7 p.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays. They also takes appointments
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. .
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City
News frof!1 around the Ellensburg community

Solar panel proiect sheds light on communitv
by Brian Rowe
Staff reporter
The sun will always shine bright in
Ellensburg. This translates into solar
energy for the town.
The Ellensburg Sol~r Community is
using renewable energy from the sun to
provide power for utility customers who
have signed onto the new solar power
program of the same name.
Mike Nelson, manager of the Northwest Solar Center of Washington State
University Energy Program, believes
this is a dramatic event.
"This project is a ground-breaking
collaboration," Nelson said. "It will
head us in the right direction, as well as
provide jobs for a region that needs
them."
A ribbon cutting event on April 20
by Ellensburg Mayor Obie O'Brien ·at
West Ellensburg Park signaled the official start of the project.
One hundred and twenty solar panels have been placed along the edge of
the park to begin absorbing energy.
Gary Nystedt, resource manager of the
City of Ellensburg, said the city plans to
increase the number of panels to 550 in
the next five years.
"We're already setting up other sites
, when the original one fills up," Nystedt
said.
Nystedt is excited about the possi-

Sean Guffey/Observer

The solar panel ribbon cutting held Friday, April 2o at West Ellensburg Park was performed by Mayor Obie O'Brien with a crowd of about 5o.
bility of increasing the use of solar energy. Improvements in technology are
increasing the potential uses for solar
energy, he said.
·
"Simplicity is the great thing about
solar energy," Nystedt said. "This is a
resource that doesn't pollute and can be
renewed forever. I, for one, cannot wait
to continue to develop this project."

The Bonneville Environmental Foundation touts the program as the first
community solar project in the nation,
he said. Citizens pay for part of a panel,
and then the power from that panel is
credited to their account.
The event was highlighted by a
speech by O'Brien to a crowd of about
50 people in attendance. A tour through

the panels proved exciting for the children who attended with their parents.
Ellensburg residents can be excited
as well because the solar panels will be
the first of what may become a million
dollar business in Kittitas County. Of
considerable interest is the courting of
the Norwegian government. The Norwegians are planning a possible $300

million investment into local solar energy. This investment could bring numerous jobs to the area, helping the local
economy.
"I think it is a tremendous idea,"
Brian Grout, senior nutrition major,
said. "With global warming such a big
issue these days, it's good to see people
doing something about it."

Children's Aclivitv
Museum laces
uncertain future
by Stephanie Olson
Staff reporter

FLonr
JflZZY BRUNCH
F11m1t yGOLF TOURNl1mENT
{;$

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL CAMPUS LIFE AT 509-963-1691
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

Persons of disability may make arrangements for reasonable accommodation by
calling 509-963-1691 or for hearing impaired TDD 509-963-2143.
Central Washington University is an AA/EEO/Title IX Institution.

Laughter and learning go hand in
hand atThe Children's Activity Museum
in Downtown Ellensburg.
"It's what we're here for, [a place
for] parents and kids to bond and play,"
exhibit director Raylene Crawford said.
"It is also an educational experience."
The Children's Activity Museum has
provided a place for children and parents for 16 years, but due to a lack of
finances, the museum could be forced
to close, at least for a while.
The final decision to· shut down will
be made by the board of directors.
Details aren't being released at this
time, but Raylene said shutting its doors
is not the goal.
The Children's Activity Museum
offers memberships, which include
unlimited visits for a year for an individual person or a whole family.
The museum can have 50 to 75 visitors per day, but if the visitors are all
members, the museum could go a
whole day with no revenue.
The museum belongs to The Northwest Association of Youth Museums,
which helps attract visitors from all over
the state.
"We get a lot of field trips, not just
from Ellensburg, [but] primarily from
other areas," Roylene said. "We do a
lot of birthday parties [and] people just
[go] in and out."
The majority of the staff are volunteers, and more volunteers are always

needed. According to exhibit coordinator Ashlie Crawford, the bulk of volunteers are Central Washington University
students. Depending on the project and
quarter, the turnout averages about half
a dozen.
"We need volunteers for the programs and projects we run," Ashlie said.
If there are no volunteers, she has to
take down and replace the exhibit
alone.
There are no prerequisites to volunteer, since volunteers are never left
alone with children.
Raylene suggests that volunteers
have an idea of what they want to do,
such as teach art classes, work at the
front desk or help with exhibits.
The museum features a variety of
ever-changing exhibits and projects
designed for children and parents, the
most popular being a kitchen exhibit.
However, technology has changed the
way children want to be entertained.
"Times have changed, kids have
changed. A lot of the toys we used to
have, we can't have anymore," Ashlie
said. "We have to be so careful about
what we do."
As hours of operation have gotten
shorter, donation buckets have been
placed around town to raise money for
the museum.
Roylene said they will keep the first
Friday evening of each month, which is
partially by the city, free to visitors.
For more information, contact the
Children's Museum at 925-6789.
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The editorial views expressed are those of the writers and are not
necessarily those of the newspaper staff at large, the student body,
the faculty or the administration and are certainly not to be
considered as official views of Central Washington University.

Civil unions astep
in right direction

The Artist,s ·E ye
"PETA takes the bull by the horns"

who would lose financial beneImagine your spouse is dying
fits if they married.
in a hospital bed. You want to
The law will take effect
talk to him or her one last
July 22, but it stops short of
time, but a nurse says he/she
is forbidden by law to allow
allowing full-fledged sar:nesex marriage, which was outyou into the room . .
lawed by Washington's 1988
It may sound like a nightDefense of Marriage Act.
mare, but for some homose;xuThe State Supreme Court
a I couples in Washington
Paul
upheld the act in a 5-4 decistate, it's a painful reality.
Balcerak
sion last year, but SSB 5336
But not for long.
Editor-inGovernor Chris Gregoire
is a step toward overturning
Chief
that decision-and it should
signed Substitute Senate Bill
_ be overturned. The Four5336 last Saturday. The bill
will provide for the creation of a teenth Amendment bars any state from
state.wide domestic partnership registry denying "any person within its jurisdicfor homosexual couples. It will also tion the equal protection of the laws."
allow them hospital visitation rights and
The only hard arguments against gay
several other rights enjoyed by hetero- marriage have been that it's a sin or that
it's unnatural. Unfortunately for opposexual married couples.
"It is hard enough to make decisions nents of gay marriage, no state has the
that affect life and death," Gregoire ability to outlaw anything on either
said, according to a press release. "This basis. In any case, our state has plenty
simply allows ... same-sex partners to of other laws both sinful and unnatural
rely on each other ... when they are that have been on the books for years
. (such as the death penalty).
faced with these decisions."
But for the time being, let's just
Unmarried senior couples where at
least one of the partners is 62 or older rejoice in the fact that no one in the
will also be eligible to register. This was state will ever have to let their signifiincluded in the bill to protect seniors cant other die alone again.

Students ignoring
basic heal th issues
th is because I had an I. V.
A simple sniffle turns into a
jammed into my vein today
barking cough that turns into
with a strong drug called
dinner up-chucks that finally
Remicade for five hours.
leads to your doctor saying,
Every three months is bitter"Well, it's not ALL bad."
sweet for a ·crohns patient
It seems that people, espewho has insurance that will
cially those in their teens and
pay for the $5,000 infusions.
twenties, completely disregard
You know you're feeling the
health warnings and indulge
themselves with pounds of
Karena
effects of the Remicade
Shellman
Krispy Kreme doughnuts, latewithdrawal, yet it's r:iot fun
Staff reporter
sitting with chemo patients
night Jack in the Box runs,
for hours.
liters of soda and worst of all,
I can rarely eat spicy food, huge
alcohol. We simply take our lives and
our future for granted in exchange for meals, dairy, soda, coffee, fast food,
temporary euphoria. Unfortunately, that greasy foods, meat, eggs or alcohol.
short-term satisfaction can transform Well, I can ... 1'11 just be spending hours
in the emergency room. Ever since I
·into permanent health damage.
With incredibly expensive health was diagnosed, I've learned to take conbenefits, it's pure irony how we put our- trol of myself and my future and avoid
selves in such dangerous and risky situ- things that could potentially harm my
ations. Obesity, smoking, drinking, body or even make my disease worse. I
unprotected sex, the list goes on. It'll see students at Central order loads of
cost you more than an arm and a leg to greasy, fattening food and completely
pay for hospitalizations because you binge it all in one meal setting. Is water
decided to swap bodily fluids with even an option anymore?
I think Central needs to take more
someone who tested positive for an
STD. Why take that chance? To me, it's action in presenting nutrition as a
rewarding benefit. I'm not sure how stujust a slow way of killing yourself.
I'm 23 years old and at the age of dents are benefiting from candy, soda,
16, I was diagnosed with Crohns Dis- double bacon cheeseburgers or chips.
ease. Some of you may have heard of it It'll only lead to cavities, poor skin and
and thought, "Hey, my grandma has button-busting jeans.
But I also think students· should take
that!" According to Crohns and Colitis
Foundation of America (CCFA), Crohns more of an initiative to take care of
is an on-going disorder that causes themselves and get checked by their
inflammation of the digestive and gas- doctor. Health insurance is there for a
tfointestinal tract. On a good day, I'll reason.
On that note ... would you mind if I
take 20 pills. Double that on days I suffer from a flare-up. My hand is currently bother you for some low fat, low carb
bruised, swollen and useless as I write Grey Poupon?
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: Letters to the editor are encouraged and printed as space allows.
Submissions should be no more than 300 words and include the author's name and position
at the university, or name and place of residence for non-students. Letters may be edited for
length, style, spelling, grammar, taste and potentially litigious elements. Letters that attack people will not be published.E-mail:observer@cwu.edu. Fax: (509) 963-1027. Mail: The Observer c/o Central Washington University, 400 E. University Way, Ellensburg, WA 98926.
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o.c~ doesn't live up to hvpe
anything. The congressmen speak simply to get their
It's easy to hate someone you've never met.
opinions into the public record.
It's easy to call people evil communists or
When my aunt asked about the "debate" and
fascists and talk about the great and momenthe "passionate exchange of ideas," she received
tous things happening in Washington D.C. But
blank stares.
once you're there, you get the idea that all the
Now the good news: when you call your repdrama skips the congressional offices and
resentatives, they actually take your opinions into
goes straight to the press: to news directors
consideration.
eager for ratings ahd comedians eager for a
While I sat in Schuler's office, I watched the
laugh. Like almost everything else in the
Laurel
intern at the front desk answer the phone, then
world, Capitol Hill fails to live up to the hype.
Johnson
be silent for a few minutes, write, then say
As someone who tries to keep up with polCopy editor
"Alright, thank you for letting us know,"· and_
itics, I jumped at the chance to meet a conhang up.
gressman. My family took a trip to Washington
Doing my best Spokane Valley-girl impression, I
D.C. over spring break, and I got to spend a day with Rep.
Heath Schuler (D-North Carolina) courtesy of my aunt, asked, "So, are those, like, random people calling?"
"They're constituents," she answered, which is politiwho edits a newspaper in his district. As residents of
Washington state, I'm sure you couldn't care less about a cal jargon for registered voters within a given congresjunior representative from North Carolina, but his manner sional district.
Interns take names and addresses (to prove that the
is representative of a greater whole.
The bad news first: politicians are exactly the way they caller actually lives in that particular district), and pass the
thousands of calls, letters, and e-mails on to other
seem on TV.
Elected only five months ago, Schuler has the political employe~s in the congressman's office.
Each representative and senator has a Washington and .
"thing" down pat. A former state champion and NFL player, he's charismatic, strapping and gorgeous, with a coun- a district office. A constituent (that means you) could call
try-boy accent and a ninja-like ability to evade questions. both, plus send a letter and an e. .mail to each address,
Honestly, I don't even blame politicians for ducking ques- adding up to six ways of getting your opinion across.
Witnessing politicking up-close proved somewhat distions anymore. It's their job. If they spoke candidly all the
heartening. Even my aunt, a seasoned reporter, could not
time, they'd never get electe~.
The other bad news: debate does not exist. According wheedle a single candid phrase from the freshman conto everyone we spoke with, 99 percent of Congress agrees gressman's lips.
on 99 percent of everything. When they disagree, they· · But to his creditr Schuler seemed like a good man with
don't argue. Whenever you see someone speaking on the good intentions, who genuinely wants to do well by his
floor (on C-SPAN, CNN, or let's face it, Comedy Central's district.
I always thought "contacting your congressman" was
"The Daily Show"), only about four other people are in
that chamber. There are no rebuttals, no arguments, no an empty gesture, but now I'd actually encourage it.

JI
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From the symphony to Central,
an a cappella· performance by ...

II

err1n
·

by Tim Kukes, Staff reporter

Ferri n's
performe a,t Central
hington Uniity was in
It only took
on, fusion spet Bobby Mcferrin,
ears to follow in
footsteps
his event, ·brought to
nts courtesy of Central's
e of the President, is part
is year'S Performing Arts
residential Speaker Series.
bby Mcferrin fits the bill.
er of 10 Grammy Awards,
errin is not only a famous vocalut a talented composer and conor. He began performing solo in
983, and is best known for his album
'Simple Pleasures" which featured the
Ingle 1'Don't Worry, .Be Happy," released
n 1988. He is currently i·nvolved with
symphonic conducting, which has included appearances with the San Francisco Sym~
phony, the New York Philharmonic orchestra
•
and the Los Angeles Philharmonic orchestra.
McFerrin appeals to Central with his ability to
improvise. Central's music program is built around
jazz studies, which uses improvisation, Street said. Not
only can McFerrin improvise, he is well versed in musical tradition, having worked with classical, jazz, and pop performers
throughout the 90s and today.
"He's a one-man band," said Marian Lien, event planner for the
President's Office.
The real impetus for bringing Mcferrin to Central started in the
·Music Department with the discovery of old documents. A·news
clipping from the Daily Record was found by one of the staff, and
shown to Jeffrey Snedeker, professor of music. The clipping from 1959
is a piece on Robert McFerrin, Bobby's father. The article covered Robert
McFerrin's third visit to Central as a performer.
Robert Mcferrin was a baritone, and the first African American male
soloist at the Metropolitan Opera, Lien said. Considering McFerrin's father's history with Central and Mcferrin's own crossover activities in music, he was a natu-·
ral choice for the series. McFerrin's father performed 48 years ago to the day of Bobby's upcoming performance.
·"Many students have similar interests with jazz crossovers," Snedeker said.
McFerrin's visit starts with a public Q&A session at 4 p.m., and will be moderated by
Snedeker. The 45-minute session will include questions about McFerrin's present activities ·
and will be geared toward the students.
The line-up for next year's speakers and performers will be announced at the show and
follows the theme, "Lessons from History."
The series was introduced in 2001 by Central President Jerilyn Mcintyre at the urging of
faculty to recreate events similar to symposiums held in the past. The id~a of the series is to
stablish a venue to expose the community to a creatively stimulating cultural element. The
ogram began as a speaker series, but was expanded into the Performing Arts and Presidential
eaker Series in 2005 at the request of the music department, which hoped to utilize Central's .
w performance halls.
,
"We realized we had a real gem here," said Libby Street, executive assistant to the president,
ding that the Music Hall is world class and needs world class performers.
Mcferrin will perform at 7:00 p.m., April 30 in the Music Building Concert Hall. General
ission is $35 and $20 for Students with l.D.
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Campus event attendance on the rise
by Frank Stanley
Scene editor
Campus events at Central Washington University have witnessed an interesting, yet uplifting, sight during the
year: more people.
Increased attendance has been the
result of bringing in higher-profile
speakers, performers and events,
according to the Associated Students of
Central Washington University Board of
Directors (ASCWU/BOD), Campus
Activities and the Diversity Education
Center.
"It's been a great year so far," Kati
Sheldon, program coordinator for Campus Activities, said. "We've gotten very
different students that normally don't
attend most events."
Katie Underwood, ASCWU/BOD
vice president for academic affairs,
attributes the increase in student
involvement to both the new crop of
first-year students and a better list of
events for students to attend.
"People want to see Brandi Carlile;
they want to see the Presidents of the
United States of America," Underwood
said. "It's great; this freshman class really wants to get involved."
Aside from the big-name events,
another reason for increased numbers is
the Student Union and Recreation Center (SUR() itself.
Someone is always center stage in
the Pit, whether it be a solo musician on
guitar, 88.1 The 'Burg hosting a show, or

a faculty or guest panel, the open
atmosphere always provides something
to entertain passers by.
"Students sit in the Pit during every
[BOD] meeting," Underwood said.
"Even if they're just" reading or doing
homework, they're at least hearing of
other things going on around them."
One of the biggest improvements in
programming in the past couple of
years comes from the Diversity Education Center.
Since the 2003-2004 academic
year, Diversity Center programming has
experienced a near 400 ·percent
increase in attendance. After seeing an
'03-'04 total attendance of 3,780, this
fall quarter, their programs brought in
6,647 attendees this year.
·
So far1 the Diversity Center has been
working with a hip-hop theme during
this school year, including speakers and
performers such as rappers Chuck D
and MC Lyte, former SOURCE editor
Bakari Kitwana, and the Massive Monkees dance group.
Al I of these events attracted large
crowds, with Chuck D and MC Lyte
bringing in 800 students.
Finding a method to bring in students has been fairly simple, according
to Diversity Education Center Director
Leslie Webb. The strategy: asking the
student body.
"People <!:Orne to us with ideas,"
Webb said. "The 'Bigger than Us' forum
we just had was the idea of Ashley
Grimes. We work with provided ideas

Maggie Schmidt/Observer

Nearly 1,000 Central students gathered in the Student Union and Recreation Center Ballroom to see Jodie
Sweetin on April 12. The event was scheduled for the theatre, but moved due to an unexpectedly high turnout.
and see how we can implement them." · concerts and celebrities, such as child
television star Jodie Sweetin. The DiverThe other goal of programming is to
fully engulf the academic spectrum.
sity Center aims to make events more
Students are less interested in workinformative as well as entertaining.
shops and.discussions and look more to
"Classes are becoming more enter-

taining," said Djordje Popovic, program
director for the Diversity Education
Center. "People see 'Who Killed the
Electric Car?' and then talk about it
with their professor the next day."

Fill vour iPod with new college rock
Hey you with the iPod, listenfer old-school Mouse or newing to Breaking Benjamin and
school Mouse, just add this
thinking you're da shiznit, I've
album in your collection and
got some good· news and
your "cool factor" will immesome bad news. The good
diately go up.
news is that there's better stuff
Next, let's add to your
out there. The bad news is
smorgasbord of music some
that you don't have a clue.
other well-known names like
Bright Eyes (currently numI probably just read half
Bryant
of you like a book, and for
ber one in "Billboard's rock
Phillips
those whom my psychic
chart with "Cassadaga"), the
Asst. Scene
Kings of Leon, the Kaiser
powers apparently work on
editor
(I know what you do at night
Chiefs and maybe even
and it sickens me), listen up.
Brandi Carlile straight out of
Now I'm not the most knowledgeRavendale, Wash. Where's Ravendale;you ask? I have no idea, but who caresable guy about rap, hip-hop, country,
jazz, R&B, pop ... actually most types of Carlile still rocks.
music, but there is one genre . I know
These bands are all excellent in their
better than most, and that's college
own right, they all have new albums
rock.
and they represent more cutting-edge
Let's start off with a good foundation
sounds emerging from around the
of well-known college rock bands you
world.
need to add to your iPod if you haven't
By now, some of you may have seen.
already done so. ·
a few familiar names and wondered,
First is Modest Mouse. I say this not
"Why hasn't he placed Fall Out Boy,
because I'm a die-hard Mouse fan, but
Nickelback or Linkin Park on the list?"
because their latest album, "We Were
If you are one such individual,
Dead Before the Ship Even Sank,"
please do the following: cup your face
topped number one in the nation on
in one hand, raise your other arm, and
Billboard's chart for all genres the week
smack yourself. No, no, no.
it was released.
Now let's focus on a country where I
It shouldn't matter whether you prepersonally think much of -the talent in

Pregnant?
You have options.

1-800-395-HELP or in Ellensburg 925-2273
Free Test. Caring. Confidential.

CARE

the indie rock variety is emerging these
days: our friendly neighbors up north.
Bands like the New Pornographers and
Arcade Fire add flavor to any music
collection, but the real hot spot for
Canadian rock is Toronto.
The band Metric is like a fusion of
Blondie and Garbage with all th~
energy that entails, while bands like the
eclectic Stars and gentle Feist are so
silkily seducing that they'll char-m your
pants off.
What do all these bands ·have in
common? Members of each band are
all part of the ultimate 20-person-plus
indie rock extravaganza: Broken Social
Scene, perhaps the greatest live music
show you'll ever experience.
·
Oh Canada, you definitely know

has been tearing up the rock scene
since the mid '90s, while fellow countrymen The Fratellis are rising stars.
In Scandinavia, Sondre Lerche and
Peter, Bjorn and john are quietly but
persistently gaining recognition, while
Australian groups like The Hives continue to produce some of the most lively
rock you're likely to find. ·
There, now you've got a good dose
of college rock for your iPod, and if you
still need more there's always Central
Washington University's own 88._1 The
'Burg.
Now please do yourself a favor and
erase all traces of Taking Back Sunday
from your iPod and replace that void
with music that doesn't degrade the
music industry.

Doctors of Chiropractic
~r.

Sandy Linder, D.C. • Dr. Myron Linder, D.C.

Massage Therapy
Available
1\-1()st lmw·ance Actepted

Yov'r-e,. lt1vife,d ...
to the

Refreshments & Raffle Giveaways Save$75
on a complete pair of L-afont eyeglasses.
Enter to Wif'.l a FREE l-afont f rameJ

Sprlvtfr FYC{Alllt(!/ Show
L-afont.
r~rd~, Apv-r/ z-,
Paris designed eyewear

Featuring:

& sunglasses
Effensburg

Located in .Downtown Ellensburg a{ 111 East ..f.1h

.how to rock.
If you're a patriotic zealot who
prefers American music, I've still got
you covered.
Try The Shins' latest album "Wincing the Night Away" for upbeat indie
rock with a hint of mood.
Grunge legends Dinosaur Jr.'s ·
"Beyond Fat Possum" will make you
think of early Foo Fighters without feeling like you're still trapped in the '90s.
If you want to stick to the local
sounds, keep an ear open for Laura
Veirs, a Seattleite who spins poetry and
acoustic guitar like a master weaver, yet
remains relatively unknown. · ,
Continuing with the world scene, a
Scottish band by the name of Jdlewild
(no relation to the movie by Outkast)

109 North Pine

11 arYt

-

4pm-

Does a family member need new
glasses? CaU us to make an appt.
during the frame show!

(509) 962-3937

p
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Videmus films provoke new discussion

April/Ma_y

by Niche/ Burns
Staff reporter

26

Movies shown in the Videmus Lecture and Film
series are anything but popcorn flicks.
Videmus allows students, faculty and community
members to view movies that might not otherwise
be shown due to the sensitivity of the subject matter.
"The films were selected for their thought-provoking themes, educational value and global perspective," said Djordje Popovic, program director for
the Diversity Education Center.
The series features seven films, all presented by a
Central department or organization representative.
Discussion will follow the screening of each film.
"~oad to Guantanamo" is about. three British men
who were held captive in Afghanistan for four years.
The men suffered torture and interrogation during the
United States' attempts to extract confessions of
involvement with Al-Qaeda and the Taliban.
"The World According to Shorts" is six 30minute shorts from Chile, Germany, Poland, Australia, Norway and Brazil, all of which feature different stories and perspectives.
"Thirst" is about communities in Bolivia and
India struggling to get clean, fresh water and the fight
against global water corporations.
"Bamako" is a story about an African couple
struggling to keep their relationship together and
fight for basic right5 in their own country.
"Volver" puts to rest all the cliches about "black"
Spain. It seeks to show a Spain that is lively, fun and
ethical.
"Nine Lives" follows nine different women and
tells their stories. The women's lives are intertwined
and demonstrate people's feelings of captivity in both _
past and present relationships.
Finally, "The U.S. vs. John Lennon" focuses on a
conspiracy that arose during the Vietnam War, providing insight into the Nixon administration's efforts
to isolate the former Beatie, whose powerful words
threatened U.S. wartime policy.
In the previous nine series, Videmus presented
more than 75 films and 50 faculty presentations to
approximately 6,000 people in attendance.
"Back in 1996, when a group of international students and faculty decided to shake things up on our
campus using film as a medium, none of us could
have imagined that our festival would reach this
tenth anniversary milestone," Popovic said.
The series begins on April 28 in the Student
Union and Recreation Center Theatre and will continue through May 4.
photo courtesy of the Diversity Education Center
Presented by the Diversity Education Center,
The Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA) banned this uncensored poster for the 2006
shows start at 7 p.m. and are free to the public.
United Kingdom docudrama "The Road to ~uantanamo" for its depiction of torture.

OASCWU/BOD
general election
candidate forum,
6p.m., SURC
Theatre.

o Campus Life Music
Presentation: "The
Schematics," noon,
SURC Pit.

27

o cwu college

28

o I Oth Annual

rodeo, 6 p.m., Kittitas County Fairgrounds, free
admission.

Videmus Lectlire
and Film Series,
7p.m., SURC
Theatre.

o Central college rodeo,
silent auction and dance,
5:30 p.m., Kittitas County Fairgrounds, free
admission.

29

'

1

o Central college
rodeo, 11 a.m.,
Kittitas County
Fairgrounds, free
admission.

o Student music
recitals, noon and 2 p.m.,
Music Building Recital
Hall.

)0
OBobby
.
Mcferrin, 7 p.m.,
i

i

Music Building
Concert Hall.
Tickets $35 general
admission, $20 students
with ID.

o Videmus film series,
6 to 10 p.m., SURC
Theatre.

o Campus Activities

tournament,
1 poker
7 to 11 p.m., SURC

I

I

Ballroom.

o Classic Film Series,
7to lOp.m., SURC
Theatre.

2

o Open mic night,
7 to 10 p.m. in SURC
Pit.

o Videmus film series,
6 to 10 p.m., SURC
Theatre.

o Foreign Language Film

V.:"50 PM -

?:oo f>M

Hot..M6S Dli-JJIJG RooM

5

O:iild Pt'JC8 $6-46

Festival, 6:30 to 11 p.m.,
Science Building Room
101.

I
I

I
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Steering the sinking
ship that is the M's

Ropin' goats and
taking names

Softball cruised past
Saints last weekend

pg. 10

pg. 11
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Bouldering competition challenges climbers
by Tom M engelos
Staff reporter

In the men's advanced category,
Paul Poechlauer from the University of
Washington took home the gold.
Calvin Latch from Western Washington
earned a second place finish and Cen-·
tral's Chris Reynolds rounded out the .
top three.
·
, In the women's advanced category,
· Holly falstich from -t~e University of
Washington climbed to the gold. Kim
Dinh, also from
the University of
Washington,
placed second and
Central 's Sonde
Soderberg placed
third.
'

If (rock) walls could talk, Central
Washington University's indoor rockclimbing course would most likely have
let out an exhausted sigh following Saturday's climbing competition .
Central played host to students from
around th e state, along with various
community members, for a climbing competition in
the Student Union
and
Recreation
Center.
Climbers traveled from surCeAtra.f Washrounding universiington is a :climbties such as the
ing g9ld~mine for,
University
of
with
numerous
Washington and
spots to tackle difWestern Washingficult rock-walls as
~Mike
ton University to
near as Vantage to
the east and Leavnavigate the obstades laid out by
enworth to the
professional routenorth.
setter Mike Helt.
Mike Dove, sophomore music busiHelt, a 12-year veteran of rock
ness major, encourages everyone to get
climbing and co-founder of Climbing
involved.
Wall Management, LLC, traveled to
"It's physically challenging, and is a
Ellensburg from Portland, Ore. for the _mental challenge at the same time,"
event. Helt has set routes for numerous -Dove said.
local and state competitions, as well as
The current routes, set by Helt, will
for USA Climbing and American Boulremain up for two months so Central's
dering Series. Attempting to mimic outstudents can test their skills.
"A- good way to get irivolved~ with
door movements, Helt sets routes to
challenge every climber.
the sport is to contact other climbers,"
"The competition was very successsaid Poechlauer, junior material science
fu I," Ryan Hopkins, coordinator for and engineering major.
Outdoor Pursuits and Rentals, said.
·Students may be hesitant, picturing
The thirty participants competed for
Sylvester Stalone from Cliffhanger in
awards in the men's and women's
their heads. An individual's strength is
beginner and advanced categories.
not the determining factor, Helt said.
Gift certificates were awarded to the top
"I know people that can't do a single
climbers and ~ade possible by sponpull-up, yet they are very good
sors of the competition.
climbers," Helt said.

"I know people

that can't do a
single pull-up,
' yet they are very
good climbers."

Helt
professional route ?e.tter

photo courtesy of University Recreation

Thirty participants from '!round the state competed in Saturday's event. Winners received gift certificates.

Gettin' rowdy at the rodeo

Maggie Schmidt/Observer ·

Levi Yonaka, a freshman who attends Perry Technical Institute, practices bull-riding with the Central club.
by Melanie Lockhart
Asst. Sports editor

Rodeo Arena at 6 p.m. on Friday, followed by the 5th Annual Todd Anderson
Memorial Rodeo on Saturday at 5:30
Student competitors are grabbir)g . p.m. The top ten ·in each event on Sattheir cowboy hats, saddling up their
urday will compete in the champihorses, wrestling steers and braving the
onships, beginning Sunday at 11 a.m.
bucking bulls this weekend for an
Admission is free.
annual rodeo event.
"We are one of the only schools left
"It's really a cool experience and a · that doesn't charge," Kay Davis, Rodeo
huge part of Ellensburg culture," Ashley
Club adviser, said. "We hope to keep it
Smith, Rodeo Club vice president said.
that way. We want students to come .
"And it's free, so there's nothing to lose."
These are Central Wildcats. Students
It cost the Central Washington Unishould be able to go out and watch
versity Rodeo Club around $17,000 to
them compete."
organize two rodeos for the Ellensburg
This yeat Centrals' women's team is
community. The Northwest Regional _competing for a top spot in the National
Rodeo #4 kicks off at the Ellensburg
Intercollegiate Rodeo Association

(NIRA). The Wildcat women currently
hold first place in the Northwest Region
and tenth in the nation .
Team standings are based total
points from ten rodeos within each
region. After six rodeos, Central's
women lead the Northwest Region with
2,854.50 points, 1,070 points ahead of
second place University of Idaho.
Nationally, New Mexico State University holds the top spot with 5,03 7. 99
points after nine rodeos in the Grand
Canyon Region.

. SEE RODEO PAGE 12
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Track heads into
season wrap-up

Out of bounds
with Crabtree
Bavasi at helm of M's sinking ship
The Seattle Mariners'
week's series against Texas.
fast start to the 2007 baseTuesday's game was postball season has come
poned due to rain. Miguel
Batista and his 8.83 ERA
crashing down as quickly
as the Kingdome.
are slated for Wednesday
Despite enduring six
against the Athletics.
However, besides the
separate game cancellations in less than a week,
injury to Hernandez, a
great deal of the blame
the Mariners were able
Curtis
for the M's recent descent
to put together a solid
Crabtree
start to the season, going Staff reporter should fall upon general
5-3 through their first
manager Bill Bavasi's
shoulders.
eight games played.
Seattle ace, Felix Hernandez,
In the off-season, Bavasi made
pitched two incredible outings to several questionable moves that
start the season. Hernandez have once again stunted the growth
allowed only three hits and no runs of the franchise.
through eight innings of work in the
Going into free agency, the
season opener against the Oakland Mariners needed to address startirig
A's. He then followed up with a pitching woes more than anthing
complete game one-hitter, out-duel- else.
ing highly-touted Japanese rookie
However, Bavasi signed Jeff
pitcher Daisuke Matsuzaka against Weaver, who pitched well for the St.
the Boston Red Sox.
Louis Cardinals in the World Series;
"He had everything going on to a one-year, $8.3 million deal.
tonight," Red Sox designated hitter Weaver has never had a winning
David Ortiz said. "He was just record in the American League,
impossible [to hit]."
with his best year being an 11-11
Hernandez's
dominance record for the Detroit Tigers and the
bmught a swagger to a team that New York Yankees in 2002.
had been without it since the end of
The Angels released Weaver last
the 2003 season, when the team fin- season after he started the year 3-10
ished with a 93-69 record.
with a 6.29 ERA. Somehow, Bavasi
·However, a wrench was thrown thinks this kind of production war-·
into the Mariners' gears on April 18, rants $8.3 million per year. Not to
in a game against the Minnesota mention that in three starts this season, Weaver is 0-2 with a 13.91 ERA
Twins.
'King Felix' took the mound for and 11 innings pitched.
The Mariners are also hurting
his third start of the season, and
from the opening pitch, he didn't the progress of Brandon Morrow,
look like the same pitcher who one of their best starting pitching
dominated the Red Sox and A's. In prospects. Morrow was drafted last
the first inning, Hernandez loaded year to ultimately be the second
behind
Hernandez.
the bases and allowed his first run of option
the season to score on a wild pitch.
However, Morrow only throws two
After his 24th pitch of the pitches, a fastball and a change-up,
inning, Hernandez signaled to the which isn't enough variety to have
umpire and the dugout that some- long-term major league success.
The Mariners should send Morthing was wrong. He was immediately pulled from the game by man- row to Triple-A, Tacoma to allow
ager Mike Hargrove.
him time to develop additional
An MRI showed a strain of Her- pitches and build stamina. Instead,
nandez's flexor tendon in his right they have him pitch sparingly as a
forearm, an injury that will sideline reliever with the big club.
him for at least two starts.
While the injury to Hernandez
The Mariners' record has slipped has hurt the Mariners' chances of
to 6-9 as they dropped below .500 challenging for the post-season this
for the first time this season, thanks year, Bavasi's management of this
to two series sweeps by the Twins team is ultimately what is going to
and Los Angeles Angels of Anaheim. keep them mired at the bottom of
They've righted the. ship somewhat, the AL West, dooming them for seawinning the opening game of this sons to come.

Maggie Schmidt/Observer

Sophomore Matt R~ takes the pass off from freshman
Colby Brydson in the 4x100 relay at the Spike Ark Invitational.
TRACK AND FIELD
RESULTS

Oregon Invitational
April 20-21 in Eugene, Oregon
Women

GNAC Multi-Event Championships .
April 23-24 in Monmouth, Oregon
Women's Heptathlon
1st- Jacque Postlewait: Western Oregon
2nd- Amanda Merrell: Northwest Nazarene
3rd- Ashley Wornell: Northwest Nazarene
4th- Kelsey Cooley: Seattle Pacific
5th- Emily Peterson: Northwest Nazarene
6th- Taryn Plypick: Western Oregon
7th- Raquel Gonzalez: Central Wash.
8th- Mary Seidler: Central Wash.
9th- Chelsey Jones: Northwest Nazarene

Men's Decathlon
1st- Zeb Udell: Western Oregon
2nd· Brock Jahner: Seattle University
3rd- Josh Grewe: Northwest Nazarene
4th· Justin Felt: Seattle Pacific
5th- Scott McCoy: Central Wash.
6th- Kevin Iverson: Western Wash.

400m:
9th- Tarren Legard 58.20
Shot Put:
6th- Krissy Tandie 13.46m
3000m Steeplechase:
18th- Sarah Benson 11 :11.44
Javelin:
12th- Katie McMeel 31.93m

Men
Shot Put:
6th· Cameron Neel 15.49m
Discus:
3rd- Cameron Neel 49.66m
11 Om Hurdles:
2nd- Robert Edwards 15.25
Javelin:
3rd- Michael lngman 56.22m
10000m:
21st- Sam Scotchmer 32:04.10
·Hammer Throw (Section 8):
1st- Evan Ruud 55.68m

..........................................................................

BOX SCORE
BASEBALL
Game1 -April 23
central 6 t
Western Oregon 0

Central
ab r
5 0
Gosney
2 0
2 0
W~yman
lobbestael 4. 2
Scpggin
4 1
Mar5haUJ. 4 2
Olsen
4 0
Nilsen

0
0
Rylaarsdam 3
Farrington
4
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4

1
0
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0
0
0

0
0
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0
0
0
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0

h
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1

1
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0
0

0

1
0

2
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2

h
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1

0
0
0

1

0

Western Oregon

Sfene
Btfyes
Corrigan
Mertens
Christenson
Summers
Jones
Sutton
Fisher
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3 0
4 0
4 0
3. 0
4 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0

2

0
0

0
0
0

1
1
0

0

0

0
0
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Game 2 ... April 23'
Central 3
Western Oregon 4

Central
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2

Nilsen
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Lobbestael
Scoggin

2
2
2
3

2
1

3
2
1
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1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
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0 0
0

0

0

0

0
0
2
0
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0

0

1
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0
0
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0
0
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0

1
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0
0
0
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0
1

0

Western Oregon
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3
3

3
3
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2

2
2
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SOFTBALL
.;IPame 1,,.. April 19

Central ;,3
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Druffel

Mohr
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4
3

r

h rbi

0

0

1

0
0
0
0

Hottman
mppauldinQ,

4

0
1

1

1

0

Robertson '
Badgley

3

2
4
2

0
0

1
1
0
1
0

0
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1
0
0
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r

h

4

1
0

2
0

rbi
1

0

1
0

MaXfield

4

1

1
1

1
0

Saint Martin's
Mortis
Irwin
Davidson
Siggfoos

2
4
4

era.gar
Fuchs

3

3

0
1
0

Ung!
Ramos
NaUert

4

0

3

0
0

3

0

1

0
0
1

0

0

0
1

0

i

0

0

Game1 - April 19
Central 13
Saint Martin's 0
C,fl;f).tral
'8:::::::;:

Druffel

Fix
Mohr
Holtman
Bray
Spaulding

At Plan.ned Parenthood, we' re here for
you with hign. .quaUty., personal c~re at an
tlffo:rd.abl.e cost . . for check..ups, birth control,
including emergency contraception\t teatmg and treatment
for sexually transmitted infections~ pregnancy testing~ and
more.
TALK TO US IN (UNf'iOHNt:c

wrnJ CONFH'.JENC£

3 t 2 North Pit1e • ellensbutg

www.ppfa.org/ccntralwa
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Observer by Michael Johnson
Staff reporter

Good Noe Hills is the na~e of the ranch where
senior Kayde Jo Davenport spent her childhood
years.
On that ranch, the elementary education
major helped her family raise and feed cows. l_t
was also there that Davenport learned the ropes
of rodeo.
Davenport's father rode bareback liorses ,
throughout the Northwest Washington Rodeo
Association (WRA).
"He always told me; you get out what you put
in," Davenport said. "I wanted to better my skills,
and he helped me."
Davenport got an early start in rodeo from her
two sisters who rode horses. While she started riding at age four, she decided to join her sisters by
competing in the saddle.
"I wanted to do what I saw them doing, so I
started riding," Davenport said.
Davenport took her love for rodeo to Goldendale High School, where she competed all four
years.
She went to Walra Walla Community College
her freshman year, where she experfenced one of
her most memorable moments in riding.
"I won the all-around title in break away roping," she said.
Another memorable moment was placing fifth
at the Ellensburg professional rodeo in 2005.
"Hard work, dedication and ~he desire to be

Spud

KaydeJo

Head-to-head
Photo illustration by Maggie Schmi

better has made me successful, along with the support of my family and friends," Davenport said.
Her parents are her biggest supporters. They
push her to become better, support all her decisions and are her inspiration.
"It means family and friends; it means heritage," Davenport replied when asked what the
rodeo meant to her.
She spends at least four hours a day with her

horses. Bonding with nature is something Davenport is familiar with:
"It helps to get along with the horses and keep
them in shape and in good condition," Davenport
said.
That is why she sets an allotted amount of time
for riding her horses. Davenport rides three miles
every day and ropes about three times a week.
In June last year, Davenport broke her wrist, her
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radius and her ulna on her right hand in a fall. She
was herding cows through the mountains when the
accident happened.
Davenport was out of competition for four
months, but returned back in October and won the
goat tying competition at her first college rodeo
since the injury.
"That gave me a lot of confidence in my wrist
because I was concerned if I would ever rope the
same," Davenport said.
'
Davenport is determined to succeed. After
transferring from Texas Tech last year, Davenport
had to sit out the first three rodeos due to NCAA
rules.
She competed in the last seven, but fell short of
the College National Final Rodeo (CNFR).
·
"All she probably needed was to compete in
one more rodeo, and I'm sure she would've had
the points," rodeo club advisor Kay Davis, said.
Gavenport took the experience and used it as
motivation for this year.
"She is a competitor and super talented," Davis
said. "She will not be denied."
Davenport does a lot of mental preparation
before competition. She analyzes the perfect scenario in her head, thinking of _the smoothest and
most flawless run the moment she steps into the
arena. She attributes her success to this visualization.
"I visualize walking into the arena, I visualize
every step, at the end I see myself gathering the
goat's legs up, trying to tie them as fast as I can,"
Davenport said. "My motto is 'smooth is fast."'

The Weekly Sports Face-Off: Road to the NBA finals
The Dallas Mavericks are the team to
controls the boards and is a defensive monbeat in this year's NBA playoffs.
ster and we can't forget Jerry Stackhouse
The Mavericks had the league's
with all around talent.
best record at 67-15 and three.winThe Warriors, who haven't been in
ning streaks of 10 or more games .
the playoffs since 1994, won game one
Only three other teams have done
and now have eliminated home court
that. Two of them, the 1970-71 Miladvantage for the Mavericks.
waukee Bucks and 1999-2000 Lakers,
Is it time to worry now that they
went on to win the title. Every team in . .__
have lost four straight games in the reguthe history of the NBA that gets to
David
lar season? They just need to play their
61 wins has claimed the champiBoyd
game. Avery Johnson feels the. best
onship and Dallas will continue
Staff reporter
team in the league must change their
that trend.
style of play to this lesser opponent.
The toughest playoff challenge
Avery, go with what got you
for the Mavs will be first round foes Gold~n there: size. Why is a number one seed
State. Dallas has struggled against the eighth changing their players and game plan
seed Warriors, getting beat in their three regular against a number eight seed? Granted,
season games, and in Sunday's game one of the key players for Dallas struggled in game
series.
one. Nowitzki was 4-16 with 14. Terry
Nowitzki led this team in what was likely his was 6-14 with only one triple and the
first MVP performance. He's got a lot to prove list goes on: Stackhouse 0-6, Howard 8and has taken much criticism this year for flop- 21. Th.ey will step up in game two.
ping with three minutes left in game three of last
In round two, Dallas looks to take on the
year's championship and never recovering. The two-man team of Tracy McGrady and Yao Ming.
title is the only way for Nowitzki to get a good They will prove to be formidable opponents in
night's sleep and quiet his critics. Not that the the second round, but the real challenge is
people of Germany, his home country, would when they face the high-flying Phoenix Suns in
think any differently of him. He gets so much the West finals. Led by two-time MVP Steve
love there that David Hasselhoff gets jealous.
Nash, the Suns will make this an interesting
Let's not take all this praise for Nowitzki as a series butt.he Mav's will prevail.
rip on his supporting cast. Jason Terry from
The NBA champion will come out of the
Franklin High School in Seattle is one of the west this year. The Mavs-Suns series will decide
league's. best three point shooters. Josh Howard the Championships.

It's NBA playoff time and Detroit is
iell is a bruiser and Nazr Mohammed
going back to the finals .
·
(who now has to look for a new job) is
Say what you want about how easy another six fouls waiting to happen.
the Eastern Conference is, Detroit will
They've even got Dale Davis who,
use their series' here to warm-up for
aside from the interior presence,
the best the West can throw at them.
brings the second-worst free-throw
Already up two games to the Magpercentage in league history to the
ic, the Pistons will sweep their first contable. Wait ... that's not a good thing.
ference series easily. Grant Hill and
Match-ups against Western conferDwight Howard aren't enough to
ence teams will be interesting,
Patrick
keep Detroit from storming
but the . Pistons are bringing
Lewis
through the playoffs. Slighted and
home their second title in three
Sports Editor
still stinging from bad play against
years. Dirk "Oh how I love
the Heat last year, the Pistons are look- David Hasselhoff" ~owitzki and Jason "I swear I
ing to take out some aggression.
didn't punch that guy in the family jewels" Terry
Two years ago I was mad about won't take the trophy away from Detroit. That's
Rasheed Wallace joining the squad assuming that Baron Davis doesn't take them
(and I'd still like to see him give his ring down by himself.
to anyone). I watched enough of his
The Spurs are having trouble with the runrambling when he led the Jailblazers.
and-gun Nuggets, and Detroit crushed the Suns
Surprisingly, the addition of Chris the last time they met, 105-83. The Pistons wil I
Webber and his exhausted legs has been the win because of their strength at every starting
final cog-in-the-wheels the team needed. Now position and bench players like Lindsey Hunter
they've got strong players at every position and and Antonio McDyess.
guys who can make a clutch pass or shot. While
Even if I have to listen to Rasheed for two
Webber is a night-and-day upgrade at offense more months, and potentially a Joakim Noahover departed mojo master Ben Wallace, I miss esque "We gonna do it big" speech, the Pistons
the defensive presence Big Ben brought to the will be hoisting up that trophy.
team. The afro was always a good time too.
Joe Dumars should already be cooking up a
However, the Pistons have quite the platoon scheme to keep Chauncey Billups (who's quietly
at center to throw against the likes of Shaq, or averaging four more points and two more assists
even Wallace, if the Bulls climb over the Heat's than during the regular season for a 21-9.5) in
tired old carcass. Second-year-man Jason Max- red and blue next year.

vs.

FREE FOR STUDENTS!
EMail: pagec@cwu.edu
. KAMIAKIN VILLAGE has ONLY
3- 2 bdrm (926 sq ft) apartments left:
$695 rent and $695 deposit. We also
, have ONLY 1- 3 bdrm (1201 sq ft)
apartment left: $895 rent and $895
deposit. Please call 509-962-9291
NEED 3 PEOPLE TO TAKE
OVER LEASE-CREEKSIDE$300/month . Move in ASAP. 253LOOKING FOR A ROOMMATE
for next school year. Ashton Court
apartments, across the street from the
18th Street Deli and the football
field. $300/month, anyone welcome.
For more info:(425)223-6746, ask
for Mike or leave a message.
3 BEDROOM,2 BATH,GARAGE
WIS PAID. Close to hospital and

schools. $1,000 per month.1 st,last
and dep. 925-6326.

IS YOUR MATH CLASS DIFFICULT? Don't wait until after the
test! Private tutoring available for all
courses and skill levels. $15/hr.
Over 10 years experience.
Call Paul, 925-5221 or email
gamonp2004@yahoo.com to
schedule an appointment.
MOVING, MUST SELL! 8'
camper, has toilet, fridge, stove etc.,
older model, first $150 takes it.
Treadmill, 5 years old, barely used,
$150. Old snowmobile, runs, FREE!
Ice skates, football pads, tap shoes,
x-c skis, all kinds of stuff. 9254?05, lv message.

FREE FOR STUDENTS!
EMail: pagec@cwu.edu
SUMMER WORK GREAT PAY
Full & Part-time avail,
Start now or after finals,
Customer sales/service,
No experience necessary
All majors,conditions apply
Yakima
(509) 575-0099
Tri-Cities
(509) 735-2804
(425) 452-4540
Bellevue
(425) 353-2244
Everett
Bellingham
(360) 733-9800
Seattle
(206) 362-3588
(253) 539-2044
Tacoma
South King Co. (253) 333-8722
Vancouver
(360) 993-5570
Olympia
(360) 236-0500
For our Oregon locations
& to apply online go to
workforstudents.com

SUMMER CAMP JOBS for men
and women. Hidden Valley Camp
(Granite Falls, WA) needs resident_____. staff (6/16/07-8/24/09)
Room/Board/Salary. Positions
include: Counselors, RN, lifeguards,
· drivers, riding staff, kitchen staff,
program staff and more. Spend your
summer in a beautiful,setting while
in worthwhile employment. Contact
us by phone: (425) 844-8896 or
email: hiddenvalleycamp@earthlink.net for more information.
AL-ANON FAMILY GROUPS
Is your life affected by someone's
drinking? Al-Anon is a support
group, join us. Wednesday ? Noon
Central Washington University at
Student Health & Counseling Center
11th and Poplar, Wickerath Lounge,
Ellensburg

The Observer
provides free ·
non-commercial ads for
students on a space
available basis. The
non-student and
commercial advertising
rate is $5 for the ti rst 15
words and 20 cents per
word after that.
Email your ad to
pagec@cwu.edu,
and you will be
contacted regarding
charges.
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RODEO: Auction, dan.c;:e augment rodeo weekend
continued from page 9

Briana Jette/Observer

The Wildcats' last home contest is at 1 p.m. Saturday against GNA:C
rival Saint Martin's University. Sunday they take on the Saints in Lacey.

BASEBALL: Bullpen gives up late
inning leads to Wolves' offense
Conference.
"Our bullpen fell apart," Storey
said. "We had the lead late in the
"We needed that win," Storey said. game and our defense was solid. The
"We played well in both games, but I bullpen just didn't do it, and that's the
felt like we let the second game get bottom line."
away."
Central will play Saint Martin's at 1
The game remained scoreless p.m. on Saturday. There are two conuntil the fourth inning when the Wild- ference series before the season ends.
cats were take the lead after scoring They hope to get back on track after
three runs. The three-run lead did not winning only one of the previous four.
last long, however, as Western OreThe Wildcats will have their hands
gon scored two runs of their own in full, however, as they are 2-4 against
the bottom half of the fourth.
·
the Saints for the season.
The Wolves then took the lead in
"Saint Martin's has played us
the sixth after scoring another two tough," Storey said. "Our pitching is
runs. They were able to hang on and going to be key. Our defense is solid,
-beat the Wildcats 3-4, taking their · and our hitting is there. We just need
record to 22-16 for the season and 6- solid outings from our starting pitchers
10 in the Great Northwest Athletic and we'll be fine."

continued from page 9

"Since other regions have competed
in nine or ten rodeos already, we still
have a good chance at one of the top
spots in the nation," Davis said.
The men's team is currently in last
place in the region.
"Our men are young and a little
more inexperienced [than the
women]," Davis said. "But it's exciting.
Every cowboy and cowgirl is doing
their best. It's amazing to watch how
young and talented they are."
This weekend students will compete
in bareback bronc, saddle bronc, steer
wr_estling; team roping, breakaway roprng, tie down roping, goat tying, barrel
racing and bull riding.
A lot of time and dedication goes
into preparing for individual events..
"There are a lot of things to critique," sophomore bull rider Mike
Charlton said. "You have to practice all
the time to be where you want to be."
In addition to the competition, there
will be a silent auction on Saturday to
raise funds for the Todd Anderson
Memorial Scholarship. The rodeo and
scholarship are named for Anderson,
who served as Rodeo Club president
before he died in a house fire in January
2003. Proceeds from shirt and hat sales
also benefit the scholarship.
Other activities include -a calf
scramble (open to student sign-ups) on
Saturday, and the announcement of the
winners of the Kid's Coloring Contest
on Saturday and Sunday. Elementary
schoolers in the Ellensburg area had the
opportunity to color pictures for prizes.
"It's an opportunity to get kids and
families involved," Davis said. "And a
way to give back to the community."

Maggie Sc mi t/O server

Junior Tommy Allen busts out the chute at last spring's college rodeo.
Allen was.a first year Saddle Bronc competitor. Despite a broken leg
suffered at the Lewiston rodeo he'll be team-roping this weekend.

There is also a .dance from 9:30 to
1:30 Saturday night in the 4-H building
located on the opposite side of the arena from the stands. Admission is $5,
and a bar will be available for those
over the age of 21. Non-alcoholic beverages will be available as well. Proceeds help with next year's rodeo costs.
"We work really hard to put [the
rodeo] on and make it as amazing as
possible," Smith said. "It makes us feel
really good when students come out."
Extensive time and work go on
behind-the-scenes of a rodeo. Numbering and organizing livestock, operating
gates, getting the right animals out of
the gates and setting up barrels are
among many jobs needed to make a

rodeo run smoothly.
11
With the number of people it takes,
we have to have alumni and community members help," Davis said. "We just
can't do it all on our own."
The outcome is worth all the difficulty of organizing small details.
"I look forward to the grand entry
when I turn around and see people in
the stands," Davis said. "That's what
these students work for. I see the people
and it's awesome. It makes everything
worthwhile."
Club members agree that the audience is everything.
"Being in the rodeo and having the
home crowd support is what I look forward to," Charlton said.

Offense drives Wildcats past struggling Saints
by Michael Petterson
Staff reporter

Wildcat softball put on an outstanding performance on Thursd~y in Lacey,
Wash. winning both games in a
doubleheader against Saint Martin's . .
In the first game, the score was 2-2
going into the top of the eighth inning.
A bases-loaded walk allo.wed junior
Mallory Holtman, first base, to score
from third to make it 3-2 Wildcats.
Junior Sara Badgley came to pitch in
the bottom of the eighth and continued
to show her impressive pitching ability,
striking out two of three of the last
inning, sealing the victory.
Game two was a different story, and
didn't last long, thanks to the scoring
ability of the Wildcats' offense.
"It really makes you think your team
fell apart in the end," said Saint Martin's

shortstop Holly Morris, who contributed two of the six total hits between
game one and two on Ttiursday. "You
stay so close to winning the first game
and get completely outplayed in the
second. We definitely have some things
to cover in practice on Monday."
. The Wildcats jumped out to a 4-0
lead in the first inning, which led to a
13-0 final score in five innings.
They now stand at 19-15 in conference play.
Saturday was supposed to bring a
doubleheader against Western Oregon
University but after three innings, it was
raining too hard to play and both games
were cancelled.
"We were excited to play," said Pam
Knox, head coach. of WOU. "We knew
Sara was going to continue to be strong
and we were ready for her. We weren't
ready for it to rain like it did though."

"We definitely
have some
things to cover
in practice on
Monday."
-Holly Morris
WOU shortstop

The Wildcats have a few games
scheduled this week and weekend, and
have a couple more chances to improve
their record; they have a chance of
being a major contend~r in the playoffs.

Patrick Lewis/Observer

Sophomore Linse Vlahovich (shown pitching two weeks ago against
Northwest Nazarene) collected another win against Western Oregon. ·
Vlahovich stands at 10-5, going 6.1 innings and giving up two runs.
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